
XIV Gazetteer:

by A.J. White

As in previous issues of Contrebis this is intended to carry
information about recent archaeological finds of all periods, and to
add further details of older discoveries as and when the occasion
arises. Information is invited and all contributions will be

acknowledged.

Where not otherwise stated the source is Lancaster Museum records.
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Following an examination of the quarry
area by members of Mr. Booth's Warton
Extra-mural class, a small excavation was
carried out on what appears to have been
an area of rubbish-tipping from the 'lost'
manor of Mourholme. Mediaeval pottery
and animal bones were recovered. A

fuller report will follow.

34 Roman coins found in the Lancashire
bank of the Keer in March 1975, represent
a disturbed hoard deposited c 270 A.D.
Full publication in this issue.

Late C17-early cIB iron bloomery site
discovered in V~rch 1975 at SD 559745 by
Lancaster Caves and Mines Research Society.
Information from Mr. P. Ashmead.

It is reported that a small polished stone
axe of Lake District type has been found
on the site of the new Nuclear Power Station.

We hope to publish further details should
these become available.

Among material from the Roman bath-house
in Vicarage field, was one. sherd of North
African Red-Slip ware. It was in a late
C3-early C4 context and joins the increasing
number of examples from Roman sites in
Britain, according to Mrs. Joanna Bird.
Formerly it was thought to be an indication
of Dark-Age occupation, outside its area
of manufacture and the Mediterranean in

general.

Several large sherds of a crucible bearing
traces of slag were found in the area in
front of the Music Room, Back Sun Street,
when premises were demolished. The crucible
was probably used for brass-founding by
Messrs. Seward in the latter part of the
nineteenth century.

A fragmentary potter's mark from the base
of a CG f. 33 samian dish was found in April
1975 on the surface of the eastern Vicarage
Field, by Mr. S. Eastwood. The stamp reads
QVI( ••• ). (Qu1ntus or Qu1ntilianus of Lezoux).
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In connection with the discovery in 1972 of an
iron-roasting hearth close to the Roman kiln
co~plex at Low Pleasant, it should be noted that
a mediaeval iron-worker, ,3imon le Fuyer, was
working in the general area c1297-130l and the
hearth could as easily be his. (Vide. Cunliffe
Shaw, Royal Forest of Lancaster, p. 182).

A brief examination of the area around Sellet
Hall by Mr. T. Clare and the writer revealed
extensive linear earthworks at SD 601773, and
open-cast coal pits at SD 603774, in addition
to the preViously-recorded earthwork at
SD 595779. Part of a Tudor? mullion-head from

a window, earlier than any part of the existing
house, was noted in a garden wall at BD 600774.
ObViously the area would repay closer examination.

The discovery of RIB 605 (The Lancaster Bath
house, inscription) is recorded in the Lancaster
Gazette for March 7th, 1812 it appears from
this that the association of the stone with a

bath-house was suggested before the stone had
been translated, hence the nature of those
remains must have been obVious.

The Lancaster Guardian for November, 22nd 1884
carries a report about discoveries made during
the digging of a trench longways down Vicarage
Lane. The report mentions a wall of massive
faced stones 7 feet long running parallel to
the trench, opposite the lIfourteenth tree,from
the top". It also reports another wall five

feet thick running across the Lane, higher up,
and between these two walls a cobbled area.
The remains were taken at the time to be mediaeval

and may in fact relate to the subsequent work
of Professors Droop and Newstead in Vicarage
}'ield.


